ideas? Can such a creation, even in will be held.

up many questions. How many fore it can expert the freshmen to it must learn these things and pass

There are many subtle traditions, lying around that we don't know organize and interest the freshmen?

inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship announced Amelia Podber '59, President, who is editor of the "Humanism."

At 8 p.m. Albert Camus's book "The Fall" will be under the direction of Ellen Mc
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The Last Blast...
Cigarettes are piling up in the ashtray...what do you say to the reader of the State College News in your last editorial...do youreview the events that have occurred at State since your debut in 1954...or do you write a philosophical critique of your own college career? You light another cigarette. And then something terrible happens to you! You realize you're smoking your last cigarette...you've put it off long enough...you have to write something...and now you're forced to write about something that you've also missed. The thing is to come up with a two or three line editorial, which you then have to manage to pare to three or four more cigarettes.

You make a decision. You're going to write just one subscription card, which you already know you'll miss. You decide to write about the last editorial...

The Torial?...or do you still want to write that editorial?...you have to decide what's the best thing to do.

But you can't...you've been bitten by the journalism bug...and you want...you get back to your thoughts...but first, you light another cigarette.
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Hawaiian Tour Offers Students Study, Travel

State College Film Group Schedules Next Year's Hits

The Open Mind

Democrats Plan Summer Institute At Syracuse U.

House Howls

Sticklers!

A Tribute

Two Classes Meet Today

After the Concert Stop at the Snack Bar

L. G. BALFOUR

Democrats Plan Summer Institute At Syracuse U.
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Wrestling:

their most promising campaigns due largely to the talents of freshman with senior captains Bob Bosomworth and Wayne Harvey, mainstays Mayer, graduating co-captains and our congratulations to Gary Holway, was paramount as the Peds trounced the Indians by 19 points to avenge

Soccer

This being the last issue of the News, we would like to review quickly

and took Potter 10-5 to lead the

Pogo's Pete Telfer beat SLS 6-0

Pogo's Win Two To Lead Loop; EEP And Vets Threaten KB

in the Loop with further information. SLS 1 1 I

Volleyball gaining momentum at EEP - ' ••

IT'S SUCH A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS

on VACATION FUN

GET THE JUMP ON VACATION FUN...GO GREYHOUND!

orders for graduation caps and gowns must be placed by may 24. cash in advance.

Caps and gowns and hats and canes for moving-up day must be picked up no later than May 29.

CO-OP WILL BE CLOSED MAY 30 AND 31

State College CO-OP
A new idea in smoking...

Salem refreshes your taste

- menthol fresh
- rich tobacco taste
- most modern filter

Smoke refreshed... Smoke Salem

---

**Ministers Discuss Dippikill: Total Budget Jumps $4000**

*BY DAVID FOTHERingham*

The camp will be entirely on the... and this is but a brief ac-

**Dramatics & Arts Council To Present "The Marriage"**

The play will open in Page... and the Junior class banquet for to-

**Editors Offer Essay Awards**

The Group

- Congratulations to the new... in the Sophomore Student Assembly, will preside.

**Orthodontic Study*" in the quartet-in-a-quartet? Should we hold... or not have a bedrock of enthusiasm.

**Frosh Names Song Group: Call Them The Ascots Now!**

The Group

- Congratulations to the new... in the Sophomore Student Assembly, will preside.

---

**STATE COLLEGE NEWS, FRIDAY, MAY 23, 1958**

**Chairman Announces Schedule For Moving Up Day Program**

Rosemary Santonicka 86, Chairman of HUD announces that the traditional... the Junior class banquet for tomorrow night at Jack's Restaurant.

---

**Juniors Plan Class Banquet**

In the past four weeks we have been working hard on the... and Junior class banquet for tomorrow night at Jack's Restaurant.

---

**Directors List Camp Officers**

**The camp will be entirely on the... and this is but a brief ac-

---

**State College News**

---

**Reminders**

---

**Salem**

---

**Senior Class To Schedule Final Festivities; Senior Ball, Torch Night Highlight Week**

Senior Class will have their last... and the final touch to the... of a long and... and the Junior class banquet for tomorrow night at Jack's Restaurant.

---

**Classes State MUD Dress**

---

**Varsity Club Meets**

---

**Biggum Lausd Initiates New Members, Hears Professor At Annual Banquet**

---
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In the past four weeks we have been working hard on the... and Junior class banquet for tomorrow night at Jack's Restaurant.

---
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---

**Reminders**

---